Parquet

Nature walks with you

Excellence in flooring
Amorim Revestimentos, the worldwide market leader of cork flooring, places nature on the
starting point for a better future, investigating and creating flooring solutions that, without
affecting the environment, ensure a higher quality of life.
Being present in more than 51 countries, Amorim Revestimentos’ International flooring
portfolio and brands, are known throughout the world as pioneers in creating top-quality,
ground-breaking solutions.
Wicanders®, Amorim Revestimentos’ premium brand, has been producing flooring since
1868, always inspired on nature’s most pure values and using avant-garde technologies to
provide high quality, ecologic and stylish flooring.
Wicanders® has an unsurpassed reputation for providing high standard and unique
comfortable flooring solutions, following the latest decoration tendencies and targeting
both residential and commercial market segments.

Parquet - Born from nature
From luxuriant and exotic forests,
nature offers one of the most precious
materials to design, with which we have
created a unique collection of wood
floorings. Throughout each stage of the
manufacturing process, from selection to
finishing, Wicanders® creates the most
advanced flooring solutions in harmony
with nature.
In order to guarantee top-quality
products, Wicanders® works with certified
factories on various continents, adopting
a sourcing strategy that turns possible the
use of specific technologies, suited to the
distinct characteristics of each individual
wood species. This strategy enables us to
offer unique products, while contributing
to the economic development of
problematic regions. This process is
monitored by an Amorim committee of
experts who ensure compliance with
Wicanders® parameters.
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Creating an experience
with Real Wood emotions
INSPIRED BY NATURE
Mother Nature offers us perfection in the form of precious wood, which
Wicanders® selects and transforms into exclusive flooring so that your
everyday surroundings give you the calm and comfort of the purest
emotions.

Environmentally Responsible
Wicanders® philosophy is one of deep respect for nature, reason why
only uses timber either from certified forests or at least from sustainable
and legal forestry. Composed of 100% natural materials, the multilayer construction allows to take full advantage of each species, using
fewer resources than in solid wood floor production.

ENDURING BEAUTY
Composed of three or multi-layer top quality technology structure,
based on solid wood, Wicanders Parquet is very resistant and durable
due to breakthrough manufacturing solutions that define this innovative
concept. Its sturdiness is immediately felt, accentuating the charisma
and comfort of your space for years to come.

Multiple choices
Whether in new or renovated spaces, the Wicanders® Parquet
collections offer you a wide range of woods, sizes and finishes
customised to your style. Through high-tech finishing processes, these
collections emphasize and enrich the natural texture of wood. From
darker to lighter tones, from classic to more sophisticated textures, the
Wicanders® collections guarantee a floor fitting your own style

Easy to install
The innovative WICLOC and Loc&Fold glueless locking system makes
your installation easy and almost instantaneous. The majority of the
items were designed for this floating type of use with no need for
glues, unpleasant smells or complex assembly.
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Wicanders
Parquet

®

The wide range of Wicanders® Parquet floors follows the latest aesthetic
trends and contemporary lifestyle needs.
Surfaces that reinforce natural textures and special colouring techniques
are reinterpreted into different styles and expressions, which contribute to
enrich the character and personality of any interior modern style, creating
spaces full of positive emotions

Noble & Durable
The remarkable enduring beauty

Natural & Conscious
The true sustainable wood flooring

Born from nature

to a contemporary lifestyle
Kentucky Atlanta

Think green,
choose Wicanders!
The emissions of CO2 are one of the reasons for the climate change. Wood absorbs
CO2 from the air and converts this harmful gas into carbon. 1 Kg of hardwood absorbs
approximately the equivalent of 1,83Kg of CO2, meaning that 1m2 of Wicanders®
Parquet, with 20mm thickness, stores approximately 27,5Kg of CO2. This leads to
a simple calculation: a typical living room of 35m2 will, in average, neutralize the
emission of a car during a one year driving.
Mature wood in the forest will start to rot sooner or later. During this natural process of
decomposition the CO2 will be released once again into the environment. To harvest
the wood and to use it as timber flooring will continue to keep the CO2 stored for
many years. The positive contribution for a better environment is evident.

A commitment to nature’s respect
FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®) is an independent, non-governmental, not-forprofit organization established to promote the responsible management of the world’s
forests. The FSC forest certification system is an internationally recognized standardsetting which assures that the wood used in a product derives from an environmental
appropriate, socially just, economical viable production process and in compliance
with all applicable laws.
The FSC label provides a credible link between responsible production and
consumption of forest products, enabling consumers and businesses to make
purchasing decisions that benefit people and the environment as well as providing
ongoing business value.
Look for FSC certified Wicanders® products in this brochure.
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Wicanders’
solutions for a

perfect floor!
visual style
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1-sTRIp DeSIgN
The special feature of the 1-strip design is the single strip
of wood that emphasizes all the beauty and character of
a real wood floor. The natural appearance of the wood,
with knots and variations in the colour and grain, is truly
reflected in this design. It is the perfect choice for large
spaces.

3-sTRIp DeSIgN
The unique and fascinating 3-strip floor designs have
a board surface composed by three strips wide. The
strips are individually selected and combined in many
different ways to create floors with different expressions,
accentuating liveliness or calm.

Beveled EDgEs - 2 sides
The 2 beveled edges in the long sides, accentuate the
long plank appearance, creating an impressive sense
of space.

Beveled EDgEs - 4 sides
With the 4 sides beveled, the format of each board is
emphasized, creating a more rustic and distinct look.

Wood is a natural material. Variation in colour shade and texture is a natural and attractive characteristic.
The colour in the photos may not be exactly the same as the original colours due to differences in printing.

The surface
is what you
see and feel

Premium
& Royal

2200 x 260
mm

Classics
3-strip

2200 x 206
2190 x 190
mm

Fineline

2200 x 189
mm

SIZES

Classics
1-strip

2190 x 138
1860 x 148
mm

Manor
House

Victoria

Kentucky

Bamboo

1900 x 190
mm

1900 x 190
1830 x 189
mm

1900 x 189
1850 x 142
1850 x 127
mm

1860 x 189
mm

FINISHINGS
Oiled

White Oiled

Matt Varnish

Semi-matt Varnish
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Premium
&
Royal
collection

FSC 100%
Top quality and nobility of solid woods
Boards with a maximum size of 2200x260x22mm
6mm top layer
2 sides Beveled
Tongue&Groove

Luxuriant floors
Exquisite Elegance
Premium Oak Coir

Premium & Royal is the deluxe collection of
Wicanders® Parquet floors. This outstanding
collection sets the trend on the latest
development in engineered flooring.
Available in wide boards with a maximum size
of 2200x260mm and a 6mm top layer which
will last for several decades, this advanced
floor construction provides you top quality and
nobility of solid woods allied with the sturdiness
and stability of engineered floors.
Premium selection is made from 100% Oak
layers and presented in a range of six unique
products, with charming colours and distinctive
surface features, such as brushing, smoking
and hand scraping. These floors will enrich the
luxurious character of any room.
Royal selection is made with a core multilayer of
mixed Birch & Poplar plywood and presented
in a range of three elegant visuals, ideal to
create majestic vintage environments full of
aristocratic charm.
The 2 side beveled edges feature of this
collection reinforces the wider planks look,
creating an even more expressive luxury floor.
Available with the traditional tongue and groove
connection, it can be applied in floating, glue
down or nail down installations.

2200 x 260 mm

Premium Oak Brass

Royal Ash
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Oak Moonstone
*RW04234 - 2200 x 260 mm | Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | T&G

Oak Moonstone

Oak Coir
*RW04236 - 2200 x 260 mm | Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | T&G

Oak Prime
*RW04232 - 2200 x 260 mm | Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | T&G

Oak Brass
*RW04233 - 2200 x 260 mm | Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | T&G

Oak Suede
*RW04235 - 2200 x 260 mm | Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | T&G

Oak Cocoa
Oak Cocoa
*RW04237 - 2200 x 260 mm | Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | T&G

* Premium Collection is available with FSC 100%, validating
that these products are from well-managed forests, assuring
the Wicanders’ Parquet Collection compliance with the
highest social and environmental standards on the market.

Wood is a natural material. Variation in colour shade and texture is a natural and attractive characteristic.
The colour in the photos may not be exactly the same as the original colours due to differences in printing.
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Royal Oak
*RW04214 - 2200 x 260 mm | Unfinished | 2 sides beveled | T&G
*RW04215 - 2200 x 260 mm | Oiled | 2 sides beveled | T&G

Royal Ash
*RW04216 - 2200 x 260 mm | White Oiled | 2 sides beveled | T&G

Royal Ash
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* Royal Collection is available with FSC
100%, validating that these products are
from well-managed forests, assuring the
Wicanders’ Parquet Collection compliance
with the highest social and environmental
standards on the market.

Wood is a natural material. Variation in colour shade and texture is a natural and attractive characteristic.
The colour in the photos may not be exactly the same as the original colours due to differences in printing.

Royal Oak (Oiled)

Kentucky
collection
FSC 100%
Surprising effects and Unique looks
Boards with a maximum size of 1900x190x15mm
Up to 4 sides Beveled
Wicloc instalation system

Contemporary looks
Distinctive ancient charm
Kentucky Santa Fe

The Kentucky collection brings the look and feel of antique floors reinterpreted into contemporary
distinctive styles and expressions. Those visuals feature a combination of handcrafted aging,
brushing, hand scraping and smoking techniques to provide floors that are truly unique. The
natural character of the wood is enhanced with a wide colour range which spans from intense
pales to deep black.
Available in boards with a maximum size of 1900x190x15mm and a 4mm top layer, it is
produced with Wicloc glue less floating system. This easy installation method will save you
time and costs.

Big Cracks
This finishing technique offers a distinct
appearance, similar to the old worn look
of floors found in old farmhouses, rustic
estates and European castles. Each plank
has a time-worn appearance with naturallooking hand-carved fissures, created
by professional artisans hammering,
chiseling and sculpting the hardwood.

HANDsCRApED
Handscraped hardwood flooring is
created by hand using wood scraping
tools to give an old wood appearance.
The detailed design placed into each
plank brings out the wood’s natural
beauty creating a rustic, antique appeal
along with old-world charm.

Brushed & White Washed
In brushed floors, soft portion of the
wood is removed to expose the grain and
bring enhanced definition to each plank,
creating a refined yet weather-worn
appearance. The style of the floor is also
enhanced by a white washing process
that involves painting hardwood with a
thin and viscous white paint. This creates
an antique appearance and allows seeing
the original hardwood color underneath
the finish. The final look is ideal for spaces
with a classic country inspiration.

Smoked Oak
Floor boards are smoked in special
chambers. This gives them a rich deep
brown colour, not just on the top surface,
but right the way through the Oak top
layer, so the colour will last a lifetime.
Smoked hardwood floors give depth
and an authentic allure to contemporary
spaces.
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Kentucky New Orleans
*RW04247 - 1830 x 189 mm | Oiled | 2 sides beveled | Wicloc
Brushed; White-Washed

Kentucky Oklahoma
*RW04242 - 1830 x 189 mm | Oiled | 2 sides beveled | Wicloc
Smoked

Kentucky Memphis
Kentucky Memphis
*RW04245 - 1830 x 189 mm | Oiled | 2 sides beveled | Wicloc
Brushed; White-Washed

* Kentucky is available with FSC 100%,
validating that these products are from wellmanaged forests, assuring the Wicanders’
Parquet Collection compliance with the
highest social and environmental standards
on the market.

Kentucky Kansas
*RW04241 - 1830 x 189 mm | Oiled | 2 sides beveled | Wicloc
Brushed
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Wood is a natural material. Variation in colour shade and texture is a natural and attractive characteristic.
The colour in the photos may not be exactly the same as the original colours due to differences in printing.

Kentucky Dallas
*RW04243 - 1830 x 189 mm | Oiled | 4 sides beveled | Wicloc
Handscraped

Kentucky Dallas

Kentucky Houston
*RW04244 - 1830 x 189 mm | White Oiled | 4 sides beveled | Wicloc
Handscraped

Kentucky Grand Canyon
*RW04319 - 1900x190 mm | White Oiled | 4 sides beveled | Wicloc
Big Cracks; Brushed; White-Washed; Smoked

Kentucky Santa Fe
*RW04321 - 1900x190 mm | Oiled | 4 sides beveled | Wicloc
Big Cracks; Brushed; White-Washed; Smoked

Kentucky Atlanta

* Kentucky is available with FSC 100%,
validating that these products are from wellmanaged forests, assuring the Wicanders’
Parquet Collection compliance with the
highest social and environmental standards
on the market.

Kentucky Denver
*RW04320 - 1900x190 mm | Oiled | 4 sides beveled | Wicloc
Big Cracks; Brushed; Smoked

Kentucky Atlanta
*RW04246 - 1830 x 189 mm | Oiled | 2 sides beveled | Wicloc
Brushed; White-Washed; Smoked
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Kentucky Colorado City
*RW04322 - 1900x190 mm | White Oiled | 4 sides beveled | Wicloc
Big Cracks; Brushed; White-Washed; Smoked

Wood is a natural material. Variation in colour shade and texture is a natural and attractive characteristic.
The colour in the photos may not be exactly the same as the original colours due to differences in printing.

Kentucky Colorado

Victoria
collection

100% FSC
Unique and Rustic surfaces
Modern colours
Exquisite craftsmanship
4mm wear layer
Wicloc installation system

Iconic ambiances
Rustic character
Victoria Coal

Victoria is a collection that celebrates the past. These floors have been refined with brushing,
handscraping and staining techniques to recreate iconic ambiances with centuries past.
Captivating details through exquisite craftsmanship are embedded in each and every board.
These very distinctive looks are achieved after approximately half an hour of handmade
work in each board. Emphasizing grains and knots, brushing and handscraping to produce
unique surfaces, allowing you to feel the rustic character of modern colours.
Available in boards with a maximum size of 1900x190x15mm and a 4mm top layer, it is
produced with Wicloc glue less floating system. This easy installation method will save
you time and costs.
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Victoria Steel

Victoria Ivory
*RW04254F - 1900 x 190 mm | White Oiled | 4 sides micro beveled | Wicloc

Victoria Copper
*RW04258F - 1900 x 190 mm | Oiled | 4 sides micro beveled | Wicloc

Victoria Steel
*RW04255F - 1900 x 190 mm | White Oiled | 4 sides micro beveled | Wicloc

Victoria Sand
*RW04253F - 1900 x 190 mm | Oiled | 4 sides micro beveled | Wicloc

Victoria Graphite
*RW04256F - 1900 x 190 mm | Oiled | 4 sides micro beveled | Wicloc

Victoria Coal
*RW04257F- 1900 x 190 mm | Oiled | 4 sides micro beveled | Wicloc

Victoria Sand

* Victoria Collection is available with FSC 100%, validating
that these products are from well-managed forests, assuring
the Wicanders’ Parquet Collection compliance with the
highest social and environmental standards on the market.

Wood is a natural material. Variation in colour shade and texture is a natural and attractive characteristic.
The colour in the photos may not be exactly the same as the original colours due to differences in printing.
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Manor
House
collection

FSC 100%
Robust and durable
3mm wear layer
2 sides Beveled

Timeless elegance
Classic robust touch
Manor House Oak Rustic (White Oiled)

Inspired in the elegance and charm of the traditional European stately homes, this collection
features boards with a smooth and timeless texture which are ideal to add a classic touch in
contemporary interiors.
The oil finish available on this collection is air dried. This technique assures a deep
penetration of the natural oil into the surface of the wood, which brings strong benefits to
the maintenance of these products.
Available in boards with a maximum size of 1860x189x14mm and a 3mm top layer, it is
produced with 2 side beveled edges in order to provide and reinforce a wider planks
modern look.
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* Manor House Collection is fully available with FSC
100%, validating that these products are from wellmanaged forests, assuring the Wicanders’ Parquet
Collection compliance with the highest social and
environmental standards on the market.

Manor House Ash
*RW04210N - 1860 x 189 mm | White Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | WICLOC

Manor House Oak Nature (White Oiled)

Manor House Oak Rustic
*RW04206N - 1860 x 189 mm | Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | WICLOC
*RW04313 - 1860 x 189 mm | Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | T&G

Manor House Oak Rustic
*RW04207N- 1860 x 189 mm | White Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | WICLOC
*RW04314 1860 x 189 mm | White Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | T&G

Manor House Oak Nature
*RW04208N - 1860 x 189 mm | Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | WICLOC

Manor House Oak Rustic Smoked (White Oiled)
Manor House Oak Nature
*RW04312 - 1860 x 189 mm | White Oiled |2 sides micro beveled | T&G

Manor House Oak Rustic Smoked
*RW04316 - 1860 x 189 mm | Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | T&G

Manor House Oak Rustic Smoked
*RW04315 - 1860 x 189 mm | White Oiled | 2 sides micro beveled | T&G

Wood is a natural material. Variation in colour shade and texture is a natural and attractive characteristic.
The colour in the photos may not be exactly the same as the original colours due to differences in printing.
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Classics
collection

Wide range
Natural character of wood
Plank or 3-strip
Wicloc or Loc&Fold instalation system
Boards with maximum size 2200x206mm

Natural beauty
Timeless comfort
Oak Country Nordic

Composed of a wide range of
species, the Classics Collection
aims to preserve the natural
character of wood through a series
of timeless visual effects with matt
varnished or oiled finishing.

Classics
3-strip

Classics
1-strip

The matt and wear resistant
lacquer is visually very similar
to an oiled finish, enhancing the
beauty of wood.
Available in two options: plank or
three strips, the Classics Collection
offers a high-quality performance
structure. Consisting of three
layers in a wide variety of species,
this collection was developed for
classic environments, matching
with furniture and above all,
elegant and stylish looks.
A rich and natural colour palette
of different species, combines
stunning original visuals with
a modern feel. This allows you
to choose your own style with
nature’s embrace.
2200 x 206
2190 x 190
mm

1-sTRIp DeSIgN

2190 x 138
1860 x 148
mm

3-sTRIp DeSIgN
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Classics plank
1-Strip Design
The special feature of the 1-strip design is the single strip
of wood that emphasizes all the beauty and character of
a real wood floor. The natural appearance of the wood,
with knots and variations in the colour and grain, is truly
reflected in this design. It is the perfect choice for large
spaces.

Walnut Nature

Walnut Nature
RW03178 - 2190 x 138 mm | Matt varnish | WICLOC

Jatoba Nature
RW03174 - 2190 x 138 mm | Matt varnish | WICLOC

Oak Nature
RW03176 - 1860 x 148 mm | Matt varnish | WICLOC

Merbau Nature
RW03177 - 2190 x 138 mm | Matt varnish | WICLOC

Iroko Nature
RW03179 - 2190 x 138 mm | Matt varnish | WICLOC

Oak Nature
Oak Country Nordic
RW03181 - 1860 x 148 mm | Matt varnish | WICLOC

Wood is a natural material. Variation in colour shade and texture is a natural and attractive characteristic.
The colour in the photos may not be exactly the same as the original colours due to differences in printing.
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Classics 3 Strip
3-Strip Design
Integrating several European wood species, raised in well managed European forests, Classics 3-strip
floors are also available with the lock&fold installation system, which was designed to simplify the
installation by a “single-action-movement”. One single maneuver and the floor board is installed.

Classics 3 Strip Ash Elbe
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Wood is a natural material. Variation in colour shade and texture is a natural and attractive characteristic.
The colour in the photos may not be exactly the same as the original colours due to differences in printing.

Ash Elbe
RW01222 - 2200 x 206 mm | Matt varnish | Loc&Fold

Maple Nature Volga
RW01221 - 2200 x 206 mm | Matt varnish | Loc&Fold

Oak Nature Oder
RW01226 - 2200 x 206 mm | Oiled| Loc&Fold

Oak Nature Tejo
RW01227 - 2200 x 206 mm | Oiled| Loc&Fold

Classics 3 Strip Oak Rustic Thames
Oak Nature Seine
RW01228 - 2200 x 206 mm | Oiled| Loc&Fold

Oak Rustic Ebro
RW01229 - 2200 x 206 mm | Oiled| Loc&Fold

Oak Rustic Thames
RW01223 - 2200 x 206 mm | Oiled| Loc&Fold
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Classics 3 Strip
3-Strip Design
The unique and fascinating 3-strip floor designs have a board surface composed by three strips wide.
The strips are individually selected and combined in many different ways to create floors with different
expressions, accentuating liveliness or calm.

Classics 3 Strip Oak Nature Loire

Oak Nature Loire
RW01224 - 2200 x 206 mm | Oiled| Loc&Fold

Oak Nature Danube
RW01219 - 2200 x 206 mm | Matt varnish | Loc&Fold

Beech Nature Rhine
RW01220 - 2200x206 mm | Matt varnish | Loc&Fold

Merbau Nature
RW01214 - 2190 x 190 mm | Matt varnish | WICLOC

Classics 3 Strip Oak Nature Danube
Walnut Nature
RW01215 - 2190 x 190 mm | Matt varnish | WICLOC

Hevea Rustic Nordic
RW01218 - 2190 x 190 mm | Matt varnish | WICLOC

Hevea Nature
RW01211 - 2190 x 190 mm | Matt varnish | WICLOC

Wood is a natural material. Variation in colour shade and texture is a natural and attractive characteristic.
The colour in the photos may not be exactly the same as the original colours due to differences in printing.
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Bamboo
collection
Sustainability and design
High-density structure
Compatibility with underfloor heating systems
Wicloc installation system

Exotic paradises
Exciting Moments
Bamboo Horizontal Caramel

With this collection of bamboo floorings, Wicanders® presents a
revolutionary combination of sustainability and design.
Unlike wood, which takes about 50 to 60 years to mature, this plant
from Asia is characterized for its fast growth (3-4 years), and no
need for planting. The Bamboo Collection is also impressive for
its extraordinary versatility and strength. With a high-performance
three-layer composition, this Eastern-inspired flooring enhances
the qualities of wood floors, with obvious added benefits, such
as high-density structure, making it rigid and stable. Thanks to
innovative cutting techniques, the consequent large diversity
of patterns and combinations of textures, suggests an attractive
range of possibilities for designing eye-catching home and
commercial spaces.

Bamboo Horizontal Natural
RW03137 - 1900 x 189 mm | Semi-matt varnish | WICLOC

All items are produced with wicloc glueless floating system.
This easy installation method will save you time and costs.

Bamboo Horizontal Caramel
RW03138 - 1900 x 189 mm | Semi-matt varnish | WICLOC

Bamboo Strand Woven Natural
RW03139 - 1850 x 127 mm | Semi-matt varnish | WICLOC
RW03139N - 1850 x 142 mm | Semi-matt varnish | WICLOC

Bamboo Strand Woven Natural
Bamboo Strand Woven Caramel
RW03140 - 1850 x 127 mm | Semi-matt varnish | WICLOC

Wood is a natural material. Variation in colour shade and texture is a natural and attractive characteristic.
The colour in the photos may not be exactly the same as the original colours due to differences in printing.
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Fineline
collection
Urban chic
Board size: 2200x189mm
4mm wear layer
Wicloc installation system

Expressive contrasts
Vibrant spaces
Fineline Oak Smoked

The Fineline collection defines expressive
contrasts and bold optical interplays.
Consisting of narrower strips of Oak (natural
or smoked) or Maple, this is what we suggest
for vibrant spaces where intense feelings
accompany urban rhythms.

Fineline Maple
RW03158 - 2200 x 189 mm | Matt varnish | WICLOC

Fineline Maple
Fineline Oak
RW03156 - 2200 x 189 mm | Matt varnish | WICLOC

Due to its unique production technology,
the surface is significantly harder than a
normal sawn oak or maple and therefore
more wear resistant concerning
indentation.

Fineline Oak Smoked
RW03157 - 2200 x 189 mm | Matt varnish | WICLOC

Wood is a natural material. Variation in colour shade and texture is a natural and attractive characteristic.
The colour in the photos may not be exactly the same as the original colours due to differences in printing.
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Technical solutions
CLASSICS COLLECTION

1
2
3

Hardwood approx. 3,2 - 4 mm
Solid staves of Hevea or Poplar, or rifts of Spruce
Balancing veneer

1
WICLOC

2
3

BAMBOO, KENTUCKY, FINELINE AND VICTORIA COLLECTION

1
2
3

1

Hardwood approx. 4 mm
Solid staves of Poplar
Balancing veneer

2
3

WICLOC

MANOR HOUSE COLLECTION
tongue
&
groove

WICLOC

1
1
2

2

3

3

PREMIUM & ROYAL COLLECTION
Dimension: 2200 x 260 x 22 mm

Dimension: 2200 x 260 x 20 mm

1

1

2

2
3

1
2

Hardwood approx. 6 mm
Multilayer mixture of Birch/Poplar 16 mm

Multi PLY
40

tongue
&
groove

1
2
3

Top Layer 6 mm Oak
Solid Oak staves 11 mm
Balancing veneer Oak 3 mm
tongue
&
groove

1
2
3

Hardwood approx. 3 mm
Solid staves of Poplar
Balancing veneer

INSTALLATION SYSTEMS

WICLOC is one of the most used and appreciated floating systems in the world. It is a strong and robust
mechanical, glue-free, locking system installed by angling of both long and short side.

WICLOC

The Loc&Fold is a single action floating installation system with angling on the long side and a fold down
system in the short side. With only one single maneuver, the floor board is installed.

The Tongue&Groove is a traditional method where a joint is made by fitting a tongue on the edge
of a board into a matching groove on another board. It is the ideal option for a floating, glue down
or nail down installation.

tongue
&
groove

Technical Data Sheet
Collection

CLASSICS

Construction

BAMBOO

Plank
3 Strip
3 PLY - 3 layer engineered
Squared edges

Bamboo
3 PLY - 3 layer engineered
Squared edges

VICTORIA, KENTUCKY,
FINELINE

PREMIUM PLANK

Plank
3 Strip
Fineline
3 PLY - 3 layer engineered
2 sides Beveled
4 sides micro Beveled
4 sides Beveled
Squared edges

Plank
3 PLY - 3 layer engineered
2 sides micro Beveled

MANOR HOSE, ROYAL

Plank
3 PLY - 3 layer engineered

Multi PLY - Multi layer engineered

2 sides Beveled

Glueless WICLOC
installation

Yes/No

Yes (some Loc&Fold)

Yes

Yes
(some Manor House articles
and Royal Selection Tongue and Groove)

Yes
(some Kentucky articles Tongue and Groove)

No

Manufactured
according to standard

Norm

EN 13489:2002

EN 13489:2002

EN 13489:2002

EN 13489:2002

EN 13489:2002

Total thickness

mm

13,5; 14; 15

15

14; 15; 22

14; 14,5; 15

20

Wear layer

mm

3; 3,2; 3,5; 4

4

3; 4; 6

3; 3,5; 4

6

Length x Width

mm

1860x148
2190x138
2190x190
2200x206

1850x127
1900x189

1860x189
2200x220
2200x260

FSC certified

No

No

Species (Hardness)

Brinell
(N/mm²)

Hevea (32), Oak (38),
Merbau (40), Walnut (26),
Ash (32), Beech (34),
Iroko (33), Jatoba (60),
Maple 38

Bamboo (34)

Fire resistance (EN
13501-1)

Class

Dfl - s1

Dfl - s1

Heat transmission
resistance

m²K/W

0,10

0,12

22/6mm: Oak Cfl - s1; Ash
Dfl - s1
15/4mm: Dfl - s1
15/4 mm: 0,115
22/6 mm: 0,165

Moisture content

%

7 ± 2%

7 ± 2%

Height difference
between planks after
installation

mm

≤ 0,20

Finish

Type

Formaldehyde
emission

Class

FSC 100%

1820x145
1830x189
1860x189
1900x190
2200x189
FSC 100%
(except Fineline Collection)

FSC 100%

Oak (38)
Ash (32)

Oak (38)
Maple (32)

Oak (38)

Dfl - s1

Cfl - s1

14/3mm; 15/4mm: 0,115
14,5/3,5mm: 0,1

0,117

7 ± 2%

7 ± 2%

7 ± 2%

≤ 0,20

≤ 0,20

≤ 0,20

≤ 0,20

UV curing varnish

UV curing varnish

Oxidative curing oil

UV curing varnish
Stain + UV curing varnish
Oxidative curing oil
UV curing oil

UV curing oil

E1

E1

E1

E1

E1

2200x260
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Product Selector
3-PLY
Matt varnish

Thickness (mm)
Wear layer (mm)
Dimension (mm)
Beveled

13,5

Installation
FSC
Commercial reference
Premium and Royal Collection
Oak Brass
Oak Cocoa
Oak Coir
Oak Moonstone
Oak Prime
Oak Suede
Royal Ash
Royal Oak
Kentucky Collection
Kentucky Kansas
Kentucky Atlanta
Kentucky Colorado City
Kentucky Dallas
Kentucky Denver
Kentucky Grand Canyon
Kentucky Houston
Kentucky Memphis
Kentucky New Orleans
Kentucky Oklahoma
Kentucky Santa Fe
Victoria Collection
Victoria Coal
Victoria Copper
Victoria Graphite
Victoria Ivory
Victoria Sand
Victoria Steel
Manor House Collection
Manor House Ash
Manor House Oak Nature
Manor House Oak Rustic
Manor House Oak Rustic Smoked
Classics Collection 1 strip
Iroko Nature
Jatoba Nature
Merbau Nature
Oak Country Nordic
Oak Nature
Walnut Nature
Classics Collection 3 strip
Ash Elbe
Beech Nature Rhine
Hevea Nature
Hevea Rustic Nordic
Maple Nature Volga
Merbau Nature
Oak Nature Danube
Oak Nature Loire
Oak Nature Oder
Oak Nature Seine
Oak Nature Tejo
Oak Rustic Ebro
Oak Rustic Thames
Walnut Nature
Bamboo Collection
Bamboo Horizontal Caramel
Bamboo Horizontal Natural
Bamboo Strand Woven Caramel
Bamboo Strand Woven Natural
Fineline collection
Fineline Maple
Fineline Oak
Fineline Oak Smoked
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Oiled

14

3,5

3,2

3,5

2200 x 206

2190 x 138

2190 x 190

1860 x 148

15

13,5

14

15

4

3,5

3

4

2200 x 206

1860 x 189

2200 x 189

2 sides Micro

1830 x 189

20
6
1900 x 190

2200 x 260

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2 sides

4 sides

4 sides Micro

2 sides Micro

Loc&Fold

WICLOC

WICLOC

WICLOC

WICLOC

Loc&Fold

Tongue &
Groove

WICLOC

WICLOC

WICLOC

WICLOC

Tongue &
Groove

No

No

No

No

No

No

FSC 100%

FSC 100%

FSC 100%

FSC 100%

FSC 100%

FSC 100%

Strips

1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip

RW04233
RW04237
RW04236
RW04234
RW04232
RW04235

1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip

RW04241
RW04246
RW04243
RW04320

RW04245
RW04247
RW04242
RW04321

1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip

RW04257F
RW04258F
RW04256F
RW04253F

1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
RW03179
RW03174
RW03177
RW03181
RW03176
RW03178
RW01222
RW01220
RW01211
RW01218
RW01221
RW01214
RW01219
RW01224
RW01226
RW01228
RW01227
RW01229
RW01223
RW01215

1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
N/A
N/A
N/A

RW04208N

RW04313

RW04206N

RW04316

1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip

RW04311

RW03158
RW03156
RW03157

Product Selector
3-PLY

Thickness (mm)
Wear layer (mm)
Dimension (mm)
Beveled

1850 x 127

Installation
FSC
Commercial reference
Premium and Royal Collection
Oak Brass
Oak Cocoa
Oak Coir
Oak Moonstone
Oak Prime
Oak Suede
Royal Ash
Royal Oak
Kentucky Collection
Kentucky Kansas
Kentucky Atlanta
Kentucky Colorado City
Kentucky Dallas
Kentucky Denver
Kentucky Grand Canyon
Kentucky Houston
Kentucky Memphis
Kentucky New Orleans
Kentucky Oklahoma
Kentucky Santa Fe
Victoria Collection
Victoria Coal
Victoria Copper
Victoria Graphite
Victoria Ivory
Victoria Sand
Victoria Steel
Manor House Collection
Manor House Ash
Manor House Oak Nature
Manor House Oak Rustic
Manor House Oak Rustic Smoked
Classics Collection 1 strip
Iroko Nature
Jatoba Nature
Merbau Nature
Oak Country Nordic
Oak Nature
Walnut Nature
Classics Collection 3 strip
Ash Elbe
Beech Nature Rhine
Hevea Nature
Hevea Rustic Nordic
Maple Nature Volga
Merbau Nature
Oak Nature Danube
Oak Nature Loire
Oak Nature Oder
Oak Nature Seine
Oak Nature Tejo
Oak Rustic Ebro
Oak Rustic Thames
Walnut Nature
Bamboo Collection
Bamboo Horizontal Caramel
Bamboo Horizontal Natural
Bamboo Strand Woven Caramel
Bamboo Strand Woven Natural
Fineline collection
Fineline Maple
Fineline Oak Smoked
Fineline Oak

Multi PLY

Semi-Matt varnish

Unfinished

15

14

14

4

3

3

1900 x 189

1860 x 189

1860 x 189

1850 X 142

Oiled

Unfinished

White
Oiled

15

22

22

22

4

6

6

6

2200 x 260

2200 x 260

2200 x 260

White Oiled

1830 x 189

1900 x 190

N/A

N/A

N/A

2 sides Micro

4 sides

4 sides Micro

2 sides

2 sides

2 sides

WICLOC

WICLOC

WICLOC

Tongue &
Groove

Tongue &
Groove

WICLOC

WICLOC

WICLOC

Tongue &
Groove

Tongue &
Groove

Tongue &
Groove

No

No

No

FSC 100%

FSC 100%

FSC 100%

FSC 100%

FSC 100%

FSC 100%

FSC 100%

FSC 100%

RW04215

RW04214

2 sides Micro

Strips

1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip

RW04216

1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip

RW04322

RW04319
RW04244

1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip

RW04254F
RW04255F

1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip

RW04210N
RW04310

RW04312
RW04314

RW04207N

RW04315

1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
3-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip
1-strip

RW03138
RW03137
RW03140
RW03139

RW03139N

N/A
N/A
N/A
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FR Amorim Revestimentos, S.A., +33 800 914 848.............geral.ar@amorim.com

NL/BE/LU Amorim Benelux B.V., +31 166 604 111..........................info.ar.nl@amorim.com
DE Amorim Deutschland GmbH, +49 4221 59 301..............germany.ar.de@amorim.com

DK Timberman Denmark A/S, +45 99 525 252...................timberman@timberman.dk

AT Amorim Flooring Austria, +43 1 545 16 51 0...................austria.ar.de@amorim.com

PL Dom Korkowy, Sp. z o.o., +48 12 637 9639...................krakow@domkorkowy.pl

CH Amorim Flooring (Switzerland) AG, +41 41 726 20 20....info@amorim.ch
PT Amorim Revestimentos S.A., +351 22 747 5250..............aid.ar@amorim.com
ES Amorim Revestimientos, S.A., +34 902 307 407...............info.ar.es@amorim.com

HeadQuarters Amorim Revestimentos, S.A., +351 22 747 5600...........geral.ar@amorim.com
Export dpt. Amorim Revestimentos, S.A., +49 4221 689 640...........contact.ar-del@amorim.com
Zweigniederlassung Delmenhorst
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